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Welcome to the Joint Regional Seminar 2018.

OBJECTIVE
The Joint Regional Seminar (JRS) is an annual event co-organized by the Institute & Faculty of Actuaries, Actuaries Institute
Australia and Society of Actuaries with the support of the local actuarial societies in the region. It is designed to assist
actuaries and other professionals in meeting their CPD requirements. Persatuan Aktuaris Indonesia (PAI) is pleased to
announce that for the first time we will be hosting the JRS, which will take place on 1 August 2018 in Jakarta.

THE SEMINAR
Increasing digitisation in the insurance industry is becoming more certain as a trend for where we are heading towards. In
reality, we have already seen its impact being felt in areas such as business strategy, marketing philosophy and product
offerings. It has driven changes to companies’ organisational structure and work culture in order to further embrace the
challenges and opportunities arising in the new digital world. These changes happening as well as associated challenges are
not just impacting corporations but are very relevant to our Actuarial profession. Like the technology itself, insurers’
understanding of the impact of digitisation is evolving rapidly. Not long ago we were asking the question “Is this
important?”. Now the question has become “What do we do about it?”. Hence the theme of this year’s JRS is “Back to the
Future – Challenges and Opportunities in an Increasingly Digital World”.
Some key topics in the JRS are:
1.
How Digital is Changing Insurance Asset Management - Now and In the Future (by Aberdeen Standard Investments)
2.
Implementing Artificial Intelligence with Big Data for Life and Health Insurers - A Case Study on digital intervention
solution (by EY)
3.
Role of Technology in Driving Transformation of the Insurance Industry – Catalyst, Driver, Incubator? (by Willis Towers
Watson)
4.
The Impact of Digitalisation on Critical Illness Business - with Insight from Gen Re's Dread Disease Survey (by GenRe)

CPD
The Joint Regional Seminar qualifies for (Actuaries Institute Australia / IFoA / SOA / PAI) Continuing Professional
Development (CPD). Actuarial members may find it a useful contribution to their personal professional development. A
maximum of 6 CPD hours* can be claimed from the Jakarta JRS. The amount of hours recorded is left to the discretion of
the individual.
* 1 CPD hour = 60 minutes
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Theme: Back to the Future – Challenges and Opportunities in an Increasingly Digital World
1 August 2018, Jakarta, Indonesia
0800 - 0900

Registration

0900 - 0910

Welcome Remarks
Arfan Fauzi, President of Persatuan Aktuaris Indonesia

0910 - 1000

How Digital is Changing Insurance Asset Management - Now and in the Future
Dr Bruce T Porteous, Aberdeen Standard Investments

1000 - 1020

Morning Coffee Break

1020 - 1110

Role of Technology in Driving Transformation of the Insurance Industry – Catalyst, Driver,
Incubator?
Mei-Chee Shum, Willis Towers Watson

1110 - 1200

Uncovers Data Analytics Potential to Accelerate Business Activities through Concept and Case Study
Andry Alamsyah, Telkom University

1200 - 1315

Lunch

1315 - 1405

Implementing Artificial Intelligence with Big Data for Life and Health Insurers - A Case Study on
Digital Intervention Solution
James Lin and Dustin Ball, EY

1405 - 1455

Use of AI and Deep Learning to Enhance Pricing and Reserving
Frank Dubois, KPMG

1455 - 1515

Afternoon Coffee Break

1515 - 1605

The Impact of Digitalisation on Critical Illness Business - with Insight from Gen Re's Dread Disease
Survey
Steven Tan, Gen Re Life/Health Asia

1605 - 1655

Technology in Microinsurance: Opportunities and Challenges
Brian Colgan, Milliman

1655 - 1700

Closing Remarks
Awal P. Kurnianto, CPD Head Committee of Persatuan Aktuaris Indonesia

1700

End

Bruce Porteous is an Investment Director at Aberdeen Standard Investments (ASI), the investment business of
Standard Life Aberdeen plc (SLA), where he is leading and developing ASI’s global insurance solutions proposition and
business, increasingly dependent on digital ideas, data and technological innovation. Over his career with Standard
Life Aberdeen, he has gained experience in marketing, corporate finance and international business development,
especially his early involvement in the development of Standard Life Aberdeen’s successful Indian businesses HDFC
Life and HDFC AMC.
-

Dr. Bruce Porteous
Investment Director
Aberdeen Standard Investments
(ASI)

He gained banking experience in a retail mortgage bank start-up at Standard Life Aberdeen and has broad risk
management and regulatory development experience, especially Basel II and Solvency II, Chairing the Association of
British Insurer’s Solvency II Committee. At Tillinghast, Bruce also gained experience of global insurance M & A,
corporate restructuring and market entry. Bruce graduated from Edinburgh and Cambridge Universities with degrees
in Mathematical Statistics, is a UK and Indian actuary and a Council Member of the UK actuarial profession.
He has published a highly regarded book on Economic Capital which has been translated into Mandarin and used
extensively in the Chinese market. He has carried out computer vision research and is a co-inventor of the popular
graph-cut method used in computer vision (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graph_cuts_in_computer_vision). Bruce
has witnessed the emerging power of digital, data and technology through his career.
Mei-Chee Shum started her career in the UK, where she was an actuarial consultant at Tillinghast – Towers Perrin
(now forming part of Willis Towers Watson). Mei-Chee relocated to Asia in 2003 and since then has held a number of
senior positions across the region, including Chief Actuary for AIA Thailand, Chief Financial Officer for AIA Indonesia,
Chief Marketing Officer for AIA Philippines, Group Head of Product Strategy for AIA Group, Chief Financial Officer for
Manulife Taiwan, and Chief Executive Officer for Manulife Taiwan.

Mei-Chee Shum
North Asia Leader, Insurance
Consulting and Technology
Willis Towers Watson

Mei-Chee has hands-on and extensive experience in financial management, capital management, strategic planning,
product and proposition development, and risk management. Her roles and responsibilities have included leading
large finance functions with complex structures and reporting requirements; management of capital requirements
and profit emergence during times of market volatilities and different phases of company growth, development and
transformation of product portfolios, and numerous merger and acquisition projects.
Mei-Chee has a PhD in mathematics from Macquarie University in Australia and is a Fellow of the Faculty of Actuaries.

Andry Alamsyah
Director of Digital Business
Ecosystem Research Center
Telkom University

Dr. Andry Alamsyah, S.Si, M.Sc is the Director of Digital Business Ecosystem Research Center in Telkom University. He
coordinates several kinds of research and collaborations teams that provide solution and innovation towards efficient
economic activities through support of digital technology, such as Digital Business Platform, API Economy, EventDriven, and Programmable Economy. Towards Industry 4.0 era and market uncertainty, more and more solutions to
support sustainability and scalable economy are needed. For academic activities, he runs Social Computing and Big
Data Laboratories, which aim to quantify human and social behavior through digital footprints. He teaches several
subjects including Big Data and Data Analytics, New Digital Economy, and eCulture and Social Network. He holds a
doctoral degree from Institut Teknologi Bandung with dissertation topic about Social Network and Big Data. His master degree is in Information System from Universite Picardie Jules Verne (France), while his bachelor degree in Mathematics from Institut Teknologi Bandung.

James Lin is a Senior Manager in EY's Asia-Pacific Insurance Advisory Services Group. He has led multiple projects in
strategy development, business analytics, investment analytics, risk and capital management with banks and
insurance companies in Australia and Asia.

James Lin
Senior Manager

EY

Dustin Ball is a partner and the EY Asia-Pacific Insurance Transactions Leader for Transaction Advisory Services
bringing a full range of services to insurance clients of EY firms in Asia. He brings years of experience in strategy
development, M&A, market entry, distribution channel transformation, partnerships, joint ventures and portfolio
optimization.
Based in Hong Kong, Dustin has been living and working in Asia since 2004. Prior to joining EY, Dustin was the CEO of
BIDV MetLife, a joint venture between MetLife and BIDV in Vietnam. He led the formation of the joint venture,
licensing and start-up of the company, and then served as CEO until 2016.
Dustin Ball
Partner

EY

Before working at BIDV MetLife, Dustin was the Asia-Pacific head of strategic development for several leading
multinational insurers, where he was responsible for overseeing mergers and acquisitions in Asia, as well as
developing new market-entry strategies.
Dustin holds a Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering from the New Jersey Institute of Technology and an MBA
in Finance and International Business from New York University’s Leonard N. Stern School of Business.
Brian Colgan is the Head of Life Consulting for Indonesia and Consulting Actuary based in Milliman's Singapore office.
Brian's professional experience covers the off-shore international life industry, bancassurance, reinsurance and
actuarial education. Brian is a Fellow of The Institute and Faculty of Actuaries and The Society of Actuaries in Ireland.
Brian also holds a PhD in mathematical finance and acts as an Assistant Examiner for The Institute and Faculty of
Actuaries in addition being an Independent Examiner for accredited university courses.

Brian Colgan
Head of Life Consulting for
Indonesia and Consulting Actuary
Milliman

Steven Tan, FSA, is Regional Actuary working for Gen Re Life/Health Asia. Steven rejoined Gen Re in June 2018 after
previously working for Gen Re China for 8 years. Steven is responsible for various projects, e.g. Dread Disease survey,
research, data analytics and experience study, etc. Before rejoining Gen Re, Steven worked for ZhongAn online P&C insurance company, the first online insurance company in China, as the Head of Product for Accident & Health Business for
nearly 2 years, where he led to develop some popular online insurance products. In his first term in Gen Re, Steven
worked as Actuarial Director for Gen Re China and prior to that, as Pricing Actuary in 2 joint venture life insurers in China
for more than 5 years. Such experience helps Steven to accumulate much valuable insight into many insurance areas, like
Online Insurance, InsurTech, Product Development, reinsurance and experience study etc.
Steven Tan
Regional Actuary
Gen Re Life/Health Asia

Frank Dubois is a partner, Insurance & Actuarial practice, of KPMG in Singapore. Frank holds Master degrees in Finance,
Banking and Insurance Engineering from Paris IX - Dauphine University and in Business Management, Paris Dauphine
University from Paris IX - Dauphine University.
Frank leads the insurance and actuarial advisory practice based in Singapore and in Indonesia. He is a Partner and has
over 20 years’ experience in the insurance industry. He joined KPMG in 1997 and actively contributed to the setting
up and development of the Insurance & Actuarial practice in Paris. He joined KPMG Singapore in 2010 where he is
currently working with insurance (Life and GI) companies on IFRS17/ 9 projects in the APAC region. Frank is one of the
3 representatives from the ASPAC region at the IFRS17 KPMG Global Topic Team.
Frank Dubois
Partner
KPMG

Frank has led a variety of Advisory engagements including IFRS17/ 9 gap and financial impact assessment for companies in Singapore, including one life and one GI, and for one large multi-national with a Singapore regional office, for 9
countries/ 14 entities in ASPAC region (Life and GI), covering Indonesia; Claims and reserving in-depth process assessment for the GI business of non-life insurer in Singapore (Motor, WICA), including independent valuation of the 2013
to 2016 reserves; Financial & Actuarial projections as part of business planning projections, M&A valuations, liability
valuations for insurance companies in Asia, including Indonesia; Financial model development as part of investors’
funding process; Finance transformation project for a large reinsurance company in Singapore; Assessment and optimization of core business processes (Underwriting, Claims Handling Management...) and actuarial processes (pricing,
loss reserving) for General and Life Insurance companies; Assistance in the review of process risks and controls as
part of co-sourcing Internal Audit engagements (Financial and actuarial reporting, reserve valuation, pricing, assumptions determination, MCEV valuation, underwriting); § Insurance Due Diligences in Singapore and across the Asia
Pacific Region; Risk Management gap analysis and organizational capability assessment for a leading Insurance company in Singapore.
Regarding Audit engagements, Frank has been involved in the audit of international groups, especially in the review
of technical reserves (life and non life direct insurance) for publishing accounts in standards such as IFRS, SG, US and
French Gaap. He also has expertise on Solvency II requirements, as well as on RBC2 and ERM in Singapore, and has
conducted trainings on “Financial and Technical risk management“, “ERM for Insurance” in Europe and Asia.
His past and present clients include AXA, Allianz, NTUC Income, Prudential, MSIG, AIA, Sompo, Swiss Re, HSBC.

Registration
Form
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Registration and Payment Method
After reading the information below, please click here to register for JRS 2018 Jakarta (or copy and paste the
following link in to your browser: https://aktuaris.or.id/cpd/ )
If you experience a technical issue, please send an email to secretariat@aktuaris.or.id for assistance.

Deadline for registration: 20 July 2018 (Limited Seat)
Fee for Member PAI: IDR 2,000,000 (NETT)
Fee for Non-member PAI: IDR 2,500,000 (NETT)
Bookings are on a first-come-first-served basis. Registration fee includes refreshment breaks and lunch. No
registration will be confirmed until payment is received.
All payment should be sent via transfer to the following Account: 124-000-519311-6, Bank Mandiri Cab Tebet
Raya, Swift Code BMRIIDJA. A copy of the bank receipt should be sent by email to finance@aktuaris.or.id.
Please note that bank transmission fees have to be paid by the transmitter.

Cancellation Policy
Cancellation Policy Cancellations should be made by contacting secretariat@aktuaris.or.id and also confirmed
in writing. No refunds will be made for cancellations after 20 July 2018. The Society reserves the right to
cancel the seminar if conditions warrant.
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